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Supermarket Pregnancy 
 

Story: NARRATOR (Katy) is pregnant after a one night fling a 
month prior to the story. However, she doesn’t know. But her 
supermarket knows because they have been analysing the things 
she eats and the stuff she watches online. 
 

POV: Katy, however, one has to assume that all of the footage 
was “shot” and “remember” and thus accurately recalled by the 
services that determined she was pregnant.  
 

Story Arch: Katy calls client service after receiving a strange 
email. Then we go into flashbacks of what happened a few days 
before she received this email and what happened a month prior 
to it (aka her being with her male friend). Ends with her 
writing her friend  
 

Script 

 

BLACKSCREEN, Thursday. 
 

We can hear a phone ringing from the caller’s side. Titles pop 
in, in baby pink and baby blue to set the tone of “pregnancy” 
theme. 

 

Supermarket Client Service OPERATOR Elise picks up the phone to 
find a distressed NARRATOR on the other line. 
 

OPERATOR 

Goodmorning, you are speaking with Elisa from the Albert Heijn 
supermarkets client service how can I help? 

 

NARRATOR 

Hi, yes, you’re eh, you’re speaking to Katy. I am eh, calling 
because I received a uhm.. strange email from client service and 
I was just wondering whether you could verify this email. You 

know just to check it is not a scam or a joke. 
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OPERATOR 

Okay miss, could you read out the email address? 
 

NARRATOR 

clientservice@albertheijnsupermarkets.nl 

 

OPERATOR 

*after a pause* 
Yeees, that is ours, could you tell me what the topic of the 

email is? 
 

NARRATOR 

… It’s about a 50% off deal …  
 

 

OPERATOR 

The pregnancy or the condoleance deal? 
 

NARRATOR 

The former 
 

OPERATOR 

Oh! Cehvfgvongratulations miss on your pregnancy! 
 

NARRATOR 

What?  

 

OPERATOR 

So this deal is valid until your third trime... 
 

NARRATOR 

Okay excuse me but why the fuck do you think I am pregnant? 
 

CUT to Narrator reading the email from Albert Heijn. She 
received 50% off on one of her shopping sprees because she is 
pregnant. She does not know that she is pregnant. She finds this 
out whilst Mozart’s Lacrimosa is playing since “lacrimosa” means 
mournful in order to express Narrator’s emotions. JUMP CUTS. 
 

mailto:clientservice@albertheijnsupermarkets.nl
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CUT TO how the supermarket knew Narrator was pregnant:  
 

WHITE SCREEN with Week Before in right upper corner.  
WHITE SCREEN with Thursday in right upper corner.  
 

CUT to Narrator online grocery shopping. She only buys junk 
food.  

 

FRIEND 01 (in background) 
What the fuck are you doing? 

 

NARRATOR 

Mind your own!! 
 

WHITE SCREEN with Sunday (Morning) in the right upper corner. 
Whilst watching a youtube morning yoga video Narrator throws up 
because of morning sickness.  
 

WHITE SCREEN with Sunday (later) in upper right corner Googles 
“pain in stomach” and finds she may have a deadly disease. 
 

CUT TO White Screen with “A month ago” in the upper right 
corner. 

 

Narrator is researching sex positions as well as which condoms 
are best. Then she goes to Amazon to buy a packet of condoms and 
lube.  

 

CUT TO a chat conversation between Narrator and presumably her 
boyfriend. Then of Narrator stalking a guy’s facebook pictures. 
His face is cut off screen. 
 

NARRATOR (to friend on phone) 
No, no he didn’t stay over. He left like right after cause has 
shift in the morning. But yeah exactly, I just wanted a second 
opinion I guess. Because we had condoms but he didn’t want one 
and I figured right I’m on the pill I’m protected no harm right? 
But then this morning right? I wake up with a fever, and I 
haven’t been able to hold any kind of food in and all sites like 
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Planned Parenthood say that the pill isn’t effective anymore if 
you have been sick so I’m kind of, ughh I am so torn, like 
either take the chance and not take the morning after pill and 
save myself a tsunami of hormones or get the morning after pill 
tomorrow and feel even more sick for the next few days…  
 

FADE to Black screen. Insert cuts of large tech brand logos and 
an investigation into which data Google collects and uses.  

 

 


